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Nautical Navigation: Calculation of Longitude and Latitude in the 17th Century
 

Picture a classroom full of students discussing explorers of the 17th century and 
plotting the navigational courses of their revolutionary sea voyages.  The class talks 
about the difficulties explorers had to endure and overcome during the time period 
to accomplish their mission at hand.  They discuss the lack of food, the presence of 
disease, weather, mutiny and then the discussion turns to the navigational tools 
available at the time and their short comings.   
  
The class then moves into The Shop together to apply their skills in calculating 
latitude and longitude at sea with a Time Standard. The Teacher throws example 
charts onto a screen on the wall to allow for open discussion and questions on related 
topics. 
  
Discussion: Early navigation methods:  
-Galileo’s tracking of Jupiter’s natural satellites 
-Lunar Distance Method 
  
Discussion: Early Inventions and how they improved navigation: 
-TimeBall 
-Slide Rule 
-Pelorus Mariner’s Compass 
-The Sextant 
  
The teacher has prepared The Shop specifically for this unit that day equipped with 
compasses, Sextants, and reading materials on inventors such as John Harrison and 
his invention of the Maritime Chronometer.  There is even a dissected chronometer 
watch to display the spiral spring and balanced wheel for viewing and discussion. 



  
The students are then tasked with making their own Sextant.  With guidance from the 
teacher and the materials provided in The Shop, the students build their own 
Sextants. Together, they research how to use a Sextant and take their model home for 
5 days to track celestial movement and return with their collected data and results to 
discuss their findings with their classmates.   
  
Essential questions post study: 
What information is still missing that is essential in properly navigating the seas?  How 
do you calculate accurate longitude while in motion at sea?  How did the John 
Harrison’s Maritime Chronometer calculate Longitude on a moving ship?  How did 
this invention change ocean travel forever?  
  
Professional Community involvement: 
Maritime school captain visits The Shop at Bay Farm for an open discussion and 
comparison of 17th century navigation tools and today’s robust technologies.   
  
Full circle application: 
Middle Schoolers take their knowledge and put it to use in their weekly sailing course 
at Duxbury Maritime School.  They chart a course across Duxbury bay and see how 
accurately they can navigate their vessels using only the instruments about which they 
have learned.  Finally, students write about what they discovered and present their 
findings.   


